From a sum rule for backward p-p scattering, valid only in the limit of large four-momentum transfer g&, we obtain an inequality for backward e-P inelastic scattering which depends upon the commutator of space components of isospin currents. Given chiral U{6) g U(6) current algebra, the total backward scattering at 6xed large quis predicted to be at least as great as that from a point Dirac particle with charge~z g. 
we obtain an inequality for backward e-P inelastic scattering which depends upon the commutator of space components of isospin currents. Given chiral U{6) g U(6) current algebra, the total backward scattering at 6xed large quis predicted to be at least as great as that from a point Dirac particle with charge~z g. LU(6) X U(6) algebraj 0 (spin-0 constituents) . (7) Jo (&) is now the full Cabibbo current (V -A,~= 0~1 ) Although similar, Eq. (7) is rtot Adler's a sum rule, ' which lacks the convergence factor q'/v'.
As might be expected, the result depends upon the structure of the commutator of space components of isovector currents. With the chiral U(6) X U(6) algebra, ' the commutator on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) (q', v') . (14) nstant Necessary and su6icient conditions are given for the validity of the W'einberg-type current-spectralfunction sum rules. For one class of the sum rules, the validity rests on the equality of the vacuum expectation values of the corresponding Schwinger terms. For the other class, the condition involves the triple commutator of the space component of the current, with the Hamiltonian (of the world). Comments are made on the usual derivation of the sum rules and Lee, steinberg, and Zumino's algebra of fields. ' 'HE sum rules of Keinberg' for the spectral functions of the chiral SU(2) XSU (2) 
